
KOP#1 Opal Compressor Station (car only used for scale), Wyoming 

 
 
Photo Description 

Location: MP 6 
Direction: NNE 
Elevation: 6652 feet 
Time: 1:40 PM 

 
Visual Elements 

Form: no bold or prominent forms; foreground and middlegound views dominated by flat 
expanses with flat ridgeline forming the horizon; power line pole contrasts with 
natural forms 

Line: diffusive edge of unpaved road blends with horizontal lines of plain and ridgeline 
horizon; vertical power line pole contrasts with horizontal lines of surrounding 
landscape 

Color: more vibrant greens dominate retreating browns and yellows of dry brush and 
ridgelines; blue gradient of sky advances 

Texture: grassland creates a fine, even texture 
Shape: no dominant features; ridge in background proportionate due to distance 
Space: panoramic landscape composition with attention drawn toward powerline pole 
 



 
KOP#2 Oregon/California Emigrant Trail Crossing, Wyoming 

 
 
Photo Description 

Location:  MP 15 
Direction: NNE 
Elevation: 6691 feet 
Time: 1:00 PM 

 
 
Visual Elements 

Form: no prominent natural forms; flat expanses dominate viewshed with indistinct 
transmission lines visible along ridgeline 

Line: continuous line of flat plain transitions to weak background ridgeline 
Color: more vibrant greens dominate retreating browns and yellows of dry brush and 

ridgelines; blue gradient of sky advances 
Texture: uneven distribution of shrubs creates a gradation; medium grain texture in 

fore- and middleground with smoother texture of background hills 
Scale: no dominant features; hills and power lines in background proportionate due to 

distance 
Space: panoramic landscape composition with no specific focal point or dominant 

features 
 



 
KOP #3 Woodruff, Utah (view from residence) 

 
 
Photo Description 

Location:  MP 54 
Direction: ENE 
Elevation: 6404 feet 
Time: 1:30 
 

 
Visual Elements 

Form: natural forms contrast with geometric transmission line structures 
Line: road forms a band across viewshed; skyline biscected by multiple transmission 

lines 
Color: dull, grey of road contrasts with natural tones, particularly, dominant greens in 

the foreground 
Texture: grasslands abutting homes and farmland have a fine texture, which contrasts 

with the flat, matte surface of the roadway 
Scale: power line poles dominate 
Space: roadway creates a focal point and imposing powerline features dominate 
 



 
KOP #4 Crossing of Ogden Scenic Byway at Monte Cristo, Cache National Forest, 
Utah 

 
 
Photo Description 

Location:  MP 73.5 
Direction: SSW 
Elevation: 8901 
Time: 3:15 PM 
 

 
Visual Elements 

Form: conical trees prominent in foreground views, obscuring middle- and background 
views; flat road contrasts with rugged surround forest 

Line: road forms a band through viewshed; curve of road compatible with topography 
but contrasts with jagged line of foreground trees 

Color: dark, shady greens of conifers compliments vibrant blue of the sky and lighter, 
brighter greens of the grasses and shrubs; colors contrast with dull grey of roadway 

Texture: coarse texture of densely spaced trees contrasts with flat, matte surface of 
roadway 

Scale: conifer trees dominant view 
Space: converging lines of roadway creates focal point 
 



 
KOP #5 Mantua Reservoir, Utah 

 
 
Photo Description 

Location:  MP 102 
Direction: N 
Elevation: 5178 feet 
Time: 5:30 PM 
 

 
Visual Elements 

Form: flat, smooth surface of water contrasts with rolling background hills 
Line: horizontal waterline contrasts with curves of background hills 
Color: saturated blue of lake and glare off the water contrast with flat browns and duller 

greens of background hills 
Texture: uneven, random distribution of plants gives a medium grain to background hills 

which contrasts with the smooth, glossy reservoir surface 
Scale: large scale of background mountains relative to flat surface of lake 
Space: panoramic landscape composition with no focal point or dominant features 
 



 
KOP #6 View from Brigham City, Utah 

 
 
Photo Description 

Location: MP 107 
Direction: N 
Elevation: 4311 feet 
Time: 9:45 AM 
 

 
Visual Elements 

Form:  linear line of smaller trees in foreground with rounded peaks in background; 
middleground transmission line poles compatible with line of trees 

Line: slopes in foreground compatible with moderately steeper inclines in middle- and 
background views 

Color: saturated light greens of manicured row of trees advance over retreating darker 
greens and dull yellow-brown tones of background hills 

Texture: fine grain grassland interspersed with uneven, random groupings of larger 
shrubs and trees 

Scale: trees and power lines dominate in height relative to surrounding brush in fore- 
and middleground views 

Space: panoramic landscape composition with eyes drawn to vertical features (taller 
tree and powerline poles) 

 



 
KOP #7 Elko Compressor Station, Nevada (car used for scale) 

 
 
Photo Description 

Location: MP 331 
Direction: NE 
Elevation: 5869 feet 
Time: 11:15 AM 
 

 
Visual Elements 

Form: no dominant forms; viewshed characterized by flat expanses with indistinct 
mountains forming horizon 

Line: unbroken flat expanses dominate weak, irregular distant horizon 
Color: high level of color harmony with natural greens and yellow-browns; greys of road 

should contrast 
Texture: fine grain of grassland contrasts with coarser grain of roadways rocky shoulder 
Scale: no dominant feature; ridge horizon proportionate due to distance 
Space: panoramic composition with no dominant features 
 



 
KOP #8 Winnemucca Compressor Station, Nevada 

 
 
Photo Description 

Location:  MP 489 
Direction: NE 
Elevation: 4110 feet 
Time: 10:45 AM 
 

 
Visual Elements 

Form: flat expanses in fore- and middleground views contrast with jagged, low 
mountains of background 

Line: straight foreground line with jagged horizon 
Color: dull, grayish browns of dead brush and roadway contrast with more saturated 

greens of middleground views 
Texture: coarse, dry, and randomly spaced sagebush contrasts with even, fine grain of 

grassland and sand cover 
Scale: no dominant feature; mountain ridge in background proportionate due to distance 
Space: panoramic composition with no focal point; ridgetop backdrop creates visual 

contrast 
 



 
KOP #9 Painted Point/Black Rock Canyon, Nevada 

 
 
Photo Description 

Location:  MP 557 
Direction: NNE 
Elevation: 5562 feet 
Time: 6:55 PM 
 

 
Visual Elements 

Form: viewshed dominated by trapezoidal form of Painted Point 
Line: straight horizon cuts diagonally across viewshed at Painted Point 
Color: red hue of point advances over browns and greens of surrounding sagebush 

steppe 
Texture: even, dense, and medium grain of sagebush steppe 
Scale: scale of point dominates view and contrasts with flat steppe 
Space: Painted Point dominant feature 
 



 
KOP #10 Barrel Springs Back Country Byway, Utah 

 
 
Photo Description 

Location:  MP 578 
Direction: SSW 
Elevation: 5371 feet 
Time: 4:30 PM 
 

 
Visual Elements 

Form: moderate to steep grade dominates foreground with expanses of flat like in the 
background and an indistinct ridgeline forming the horizon; curve of road 
compatible with natural forms 

Line: curve of road compatible with natural surroundings 
Color: high level of harmony among pale colors of the valley; redish brown hue of dirt 

road compatible with surrounding natural palette 
Texture: flat, matte texture of valley contrasts with randomly space, coarser grain 

texture of plant life in foreground views 
Scale: scale of elevated foreground dominates flat valley 
Space: roadway atop a plateau overlooking valley with no dominant features or focal 

points 
 



 
KOP #11 Rogger Meadow/view from Crane Mountain National Recreation Trail, 
Oregon 

 
 
Photo Description 

Location: MP 609 
Direction: SSW 
Elevation: 6398 feet 
Time: 12:45 AM 
 

 
Visual Elements 

Form: two large trees in foreground contrast with flat surface of the meadow; rounded 
and forested ridgeline forms horizon 

Line: vertical lines of two foreground trees contrast with straight line of meadow and soft 
slope of background hills 

Color: light vibrant greens and yellows of meadow advance over dark, shady greens of 
trees 

Texture: fine grain of meadow transitions to coarse grain of densely spaced trees on 
background hills 

Scale: breadth of meadow dominates a high proportion of the landscape; larger 
background hills less dominant due to distance; foreground trees contrast with 
flatness of meadow 

Space: panoramic view of plain with two foreground trees dominating the view 
 



 
KOP #12 Oregon Outback Back Country Byway, Oregon 

 
 
Photo Description 

Location:  MP 615 
Direction: NW 
Elevation: 4834 feet 
Time: 11:30 AM 
 

 
Visual Elements 

Form: no dominant form in foreground or middleground views; indistinct ridgelines form 
distant horizon 

Line: straight line of farmland dominates view of indistinct, irregular line of horizon 
Color: high level of harmony among greens, browns and yellows of agricultural field; 

strong colors of roadway and associated development dominate view 
Texture: fine grain of grassland and agricultural lands contrasts with flat, matte surface 

of roadways 
Scale: height of powerline structures  and other development contrasts with flat 

farmland; background mountains not dominant due to distance 
Space: panoramic view of flat plain that contrasts with vertical transmission line poles 
 

 


